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Abstract

The deposition of a metallic lithium phase on the surface of graphite anodes in

lithium-ion batteries is a major degradation process and causes inherent safety risks.

Despite its importance for battery applications the detection of this so-called lithium

plating process during battery charge is very challenging. Therefore, a mechanistic un-

derstanding of the Li plating mechanism and the identification of characteristic features

in the charge curve of the battery are extremely important. We present an electrochem-

ical model, which enables the description of the deposition and dissolution of a metallic

lithium phase in 3D micro-structure resolved simulations of lithium-ion batteries. The

features of this model are demonstrated by simulating the overcharge of a graphite

electrode in half-cell configuration. Simulation results show the typical features of the

’stripping-plateau’ which is often observed during discharge after Li plating occurred.

Moreover, a similar feature is observed at the onset of Li plating which can serve as
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an indicator for lithium plating in lithium-ion batteries during charging e.g. of elec-

tric vehicles. Finally, we investigate the impact of an inhomogeneous solid-electrolyte-

interphase on the distribution of plated lithium which highlights the effect of local

structural heterogeneities on degradation phenomena.
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1 Introduction

The deposition of metallic lithium on the surface of graphite electrodes is one of the major

degradation mechanisms in lithium-ion batteries (LIB). The term lithium plating is often

used in the lithium-ion battery community to describe this process.1 Lithium plating usu-

ally occurs during operation of the battery at low temperatures or high charging currents.

Detection of this phenomenon is not straight forward and often only indirect proof is given

through the aging behavior,2,3 the discharge cell voltage4 or post-mortem-analysis.5 A direct

detection of lithium plating requires complex experimental setups, i.e. electrochemical cells

with optical windows,6–8 or expensive instruments, i.e. nuclear magnetic resonance instru-

ments.9–12 These approaches provide a mechanistic understanding, however, are not feasible

in practical applications. Electrochemical models provide another route for detection and

identification of hardly accessible processes, e.g. lithium plating. Designated model exper-

iments can be used to validate models, which include a description of lithium plating and

stripping. These electrochemical models can then help to detect lithium plating during op-

eration of a battery cell in a more realistic battery environment. The main challenge of the

modeling of lithium plating in lithium-ion batteries is the description of the plating reaction

and the morphology of the plated lithium. The competition between the intercalation reac-
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tion and the plating reaction, as well as the influence of the electrode microstructure on the

localization of lithium plating introduce additional complexities.

The electrodeposition of metals is a well studied field in electrochemistry. The process

of lithium plating in LIB differs from the process of metal plating on metallic substrates. A

feature of LIBs is the intercalation electrode, where the lithium is stored in a host material,

e.g. graphite. Therefore, the deposition of metallic lithium onto the electrodes competes

with the intercalation of lithium into the active material. In contrast, electrodeposition

theories commonly neglect the presence of competing reactions.13–15

In lithium-ion battery research several different models exist, which try to describe the

deposition of metallic lithium on the surface of graphite particles. While most work focuses

on the possible structural growth mechanisms of lithium surface films and dendrites (diffusion

limited, field gradients),13,16–19 Arora et al.20 were one of the first to use an electrocemical

model to investigate the effect of lithium plating on the performance of a LIB. This model

is based on the volume averaged porous electrode theory21 combined with the description

of the plated lithium as an additional reaction.20 Moreover, a lumped model is used to

describe the effect of the metallic lithium phase and the solid-electrolyte-interphase on the

intercalation of lithium ions in graphite. Several publications use the model of Arora as a

basis to investigate the impact of temperature,22 a lateral misalignment between anode and

cathode,23 or the influence of prolonged cycling.24 Later on the model was extended to allow

for lithium stripping.25,26 These models have in common, that inhomogeneities on the particle

level can not be resolved.27 Also, the surface of the electrode available for intercalation is

not influenced by the metallic lithium. Thus, even a significant amount of plated lithium

will not suppress the intercalation into the active material. Recently, Baker formulated a

description, which also includes the coverage of the particle surface, but still restricted to a

volume average description and single particle simulations.28 The authors are not aware of

any modeling studies investigating the deposition of Li on metal substrate or even graphite

in 3D spatially resolved simulations.
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Aim of this work is the integration of a detailed model describing the formation and disso-

lution of a metallic lithium phase on the surface of the graphite particles in the microstructure

of a lithium-ion battery anode. The model is embedded in a thermodynamically consistent

modeling framework29,30 implemented in the Battery and Electrochemistry Simulation Tool

BEST.31 Thus, resulting in a extended simulation software, which allows the simulation of

lithium plating under various conditions in realistic anode micro-structures. The constitutive

equations of the transport model are presented in Table 1. These equations correspond to

the isothermal case of the transport model as derived in Ref. 29 and 30. In contrast to other

Table 1: The constitutive equations of the isothermal Li-ion battery model used in this work.
Details of the derivation can be found in the references.29,30 The definition of the different
symbols and parameters can be found in the list of symbols at the end of the manuscript.

Phase Material balance Charge balance
Electrolyte ∂cEl

∂t = −~∇ · ~NEl 0 = −~∇ ·~jEl
Active material ∂cSo

∂t = −~∇ · ~NSo 0 = −~∇ ·~jSo
Phase Lithium flux Charge flux
Electrolyte ~NEl = −DEl~∇cEl + t±

F
~jEl ~jEl = −κEl~∇ϕEl + κEl

1−t±
F

(
∂µEl
∂cEl

)
~∇cEl

Active material ~NSo = −DSo~∇cSo ~jSo = −σSo~∇ΦSo

publications20 in the literature, the methodology presented in this work allows simulating

the transition from intercalation to metallic deposition of lithium onto the graphite surface

during charging of the battery. Moreover, the model successfully reproduces the well-known

stripping plateau during discharge of a lithium-ion battery, where lithium plating was in-

duced on purpose in the subsequent charge process.11 Additionally, a feature in the half-cell

voltage during battery charge could be identified at the onset of lithium plating which might

serve as a characteristic indicator for battery diagnostics. Finally, we shortly touch on the

effect of an inhomogeneous solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI). This serves as a starting point

in our continous effort to study limiting processes for anode performance and life time.32,33 34
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2 Model derivation

The electrochemical model of the graphite-electrolyte-interface describes intercalation of

lithium ions in and the growth of a lithium metal film on the surface of the graphite par-

ticles in Lithium-ion battery anodes. A schematic representation of the different reactions

and processes which are taken into account in this approach are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: a) Sketch of a graphite electrode consisting of several particles (ellipses with wavy
pattern). b) A magnification of the graphite surface with metallic lithium (grey) present.
The dissolved lithium in the electrolyte, the plated lithium and the intercalated lithium can
react along the three shown paths (arrows). The lithium plating NPl/St and the chemical
intercalation NCh.Int. occur at the covered surface APl (purple), while the intercalation NInter

takes place through the interface between graphite and electrolyte AFree (dark green). c)
The subdivision of the graphite electrode for the electrochemical simulation is sketched. The
plated lithium is tracked on each element, thus allowing for a partial coverage of graphite
particles.

Three reactions are relevant: (I) the intercalation reaction between electrolyte and graphite

(NInter), (II) the metallic lithium deposition and stripping (NPl/St), and (III) a charge-neutral

insertion of plated lithium atoms in the supporting graphite host structure (NCh.Int.). The

different processes cannot be studied individually because they are connected through the

surface concentration of lithium on the graphite particles. Without the presence of a plated

lithium phase (pristine surface), lithium ions intercalate from the electrolyte into the graphite

host structure in a one-electron charge transfer reaction
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Li+Elyte + e− ⇀↽ Li0intercalated . (1)

During plating the lithium ions are reduced on the graphite surface and get deposited from

the electrolyte forming a neutral lithium atom

Li+Elyte + e− ⇀↽ Li0plated . (2)

Prolonged deposition results in a growing lithium phase, which eventually covers the whole

surface and suppresses the intercalation reaction (NInter). The metallic lithium on the surface

is not thermodynamically stable. It can either re-dissolve in the electrolyte, react with the

electrolyte to form solid-electrolyte-interphase, or intercalate via a charge neutral transfer

reaction (chemical intercalation) into the supporting graphite

Li0plated ⇀↽ Li0intercalated . (3)

For the description of the reactions in Eq. 1 - Eq. 3 we use a generalized formulation of

Butler-Volmer kinetics35,36

Nr = N0
r ·
(

exp

[
αr∆Gr

R T

]
− exp

[
−(1− αr)∆Gr

R T

])
, (4)

where Nr is the lithium flux due to reaction r, ∆Gr the Gibbs free energy of the reaction

r, N0
r the pre-exponential factor, R the ideal gas constant, T the temperature and αr the

symmetry factor of the transition state. The definition of symbols, subscript and superscript
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within this manuscript can be found in Section (5). The reaction is driven by the Gibbs free

energy of reaction

∆Gr =
∑
s

νr,sµ̃
p
s , (5)

where µ̃ps is the electrochemical potential of species s in phase p with respect to an arbitrary

reference and νr,s is the stoichiometric coefficient of species s in reaction r. The electro-

chemical potential is given through the chemical potential µps and the electrical potential

Φp 37

µ̃ps = µps + zs · F · Φp , (6)

with zs the charge of species s. The chemical potential can be expressed as a function of the

activity aps

µps = µs,
p,Θ +R · T · log (aps ) , (7)

where µs,p,Θ is the chemical potential of the reference state Θ.38 The activity of metals is one

per definition. The plating reaction (Eq. 2) and the chemical intercalation (Eq. 3) involve

plated lithium. This metallic lithium phase can dissolve completely during stripping. In

order to take into account, that the chemical potential of the dissolving/forming metallic

lithium phase will deviate from its bulk reference state by e.g. contributions of the surface

energy, we use an extended phenomenological expression for the activity of the metallic Li

phase
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µPlLi0 = µΘ
Li0 +R · T · ln

(
n4
Pl

n4
Pl,0 + n4

Pl

)
. (8)

Note, that one obtains the expected bulk activity of one as soon as the amount of plated

lithium nPL exceeds a threshold value nPL,0. More detailed models for the activity of Li can

be included in the expressions, which is part of ongoing research. The common choice of a

reference in the Li-ion battery community is metallic Lithium and typically measurements to

study the thermodynamics of intercalation materials, that is the open-circuit potential U0,

are performed against a Li metal electrode. The open-circuit potential of the intercalation

material can then be expressed by

U0 =
µRefLi − µSoLi

F
, (9)

where µRefLi is the chemical potential of the reference state. The pre-exponential factor N0
r in

Eq. 4 is given by a product of the activities35,36

N0
r = K00

r ·
(
cSoLi
)αc
(
cElLi+

)αa(
cSo,0Li

)αc
(
cEl,0Li+

)αa
, (10)

where K00
r is the equilibrium constant of reaction r, cp,0r is the concentration of species r in

the reference state of phase p, αa is the anodic transfer number and αc the cathodic transfer

number (with αa +αc = 1). The constant factors can be condensed into the pre-exponential

factor

N0
r = N00

r

(
cSoLi
)αc
(
cElLi+

)αa
, (11)
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where rate constant N00
r follows as

N00
r =

K00
r(

cSo,0Li

)αc
(
cEl,0Li+

)αa
. (12)

(I) For the intercalation reaction (Eq. 1, r = Inter) the free energy of the reaction

∆GInter = µ̃SoLi0 − µ̃
El
Li+ − µ̃

So
e− (13)

can be rewritten using the definitions of the electrochemical potential (Eq. 6) and open-

circuit potential (Eq. 9) according to

∆GInter = F · ΦSo − F · ΦEl −
(
µElLi+ − µ

Ref
Li

)
− F · U0 . (14)

The chemical potential of the electrolyte µElLi+ is different from the reference state µRefLi . Hence,

the difference µElLi+ − µ
Ref
Li does not vanish from Eq. 14. The electrochemical potential of the

electrolyte ϕEl
Li+ relative to the lithium reference is introduced to

ϕEl
Li+ = ΦEl +

µElLi+ − µ
Ref
Li

F
. (15)

The free energy of the intercalation reaction (Eq. 14) hence follows as

∆GInter = F ·
(
ΦSo − ϕEl

Li+ − U0

)
. (16)

The common definition of the overpotential ηinter is given by
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ηInter = ∆GInter/F = ΦSo − ϕEl
Li+ − U0; . (17)

Following the systematic derivation of the pre-exponential factor N0
Inter = N00

Inter ·
√
cEl · cSo

and assuming a symmetry factor of αa
Inter = αc

Inter = 0.5 the kinetic expression for the

intercalation expression follows as

NInter = N00
Inter ·

√
cEl · cSo ·

(
exp

[
F ηInter
2 R T

]
− exp

[
−FηInter

2 R T

])
. (18)

The resulting equation35 is similar to the Butler-Volmer-expression, which is commonly used

in the field of lithium-ion batteries.36,39,40

(II) In the same manner a kinetic expression for the plating and stripping of lithium (Eq. 2,

r = Pl/St) can be derived. The free energy of the reaction follows as

∆GPl/St = µ̃PlLi0 − µ̃
El
Li+ − µ̃

Pl
e− . (19)

The resulting overpotential taking into account the chemical potential of plated lithium of

the plating/stripping reaction follows as

ηPl/St = ΦSo − ϕEl
Li+ +

R · T
F
· ln

(
n4
Pl

n4
Pl,0 + n4

Pl

)
. (20)

Note, that the last term of the equation is a result of the phenomenological activity ex-

pression presented in Eq. 8. In the derivation we assume that ohmic losses in the Li metal

are negligible and ΦPl/St = ΦSo. The symmetry factor of the reaction was measured to
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αa
Pl/St ≈ 0.3.41 The pre-exponential factor is given by N0

Pl/St = N00
Pl/St · (cEl)

αa
Pl/St . The kinetic

expression of the plating/stripping reaction finally follows as

NPl/St = N00
Pl/St · (cEl)

0.3 ·
(

exp

[
0.3 F ηPl/St

R T

]
− exp

[
−

0.7 F ηPl/St
R T

])
. (21)

(III) The plated lithium on the surface of the graphite is not in an thermodynamically

stable configuration. The free energy for the chemical intercalation (Eq. 3, r = Ch.Int.) is

given by

∆GCh.Int. = µ̃PlLi0 − µ̃
So
Li0 . (22)

Following the definitions of chemical potentials for Li in the graphite host structure (Eq. 9)

and the plated lithium phase (Eq. 8) the overpotential of the chemical intercalation is given

by

ηCh.Int. = −U so
0 (csoLi)−

R · T
F
· ln

(
n4
Pl

n4
Pl,0 + n4

Pl

)
. (23)

Due to a lack of experimental data the symmetry factor is assumed to αCh.Int. ≈ 0.5 and

the pre-exponential factor follows from the derivation to N0
Ch.Int. = N00

Ch.Int. ·
√
cSo. The final

kinetic expression for the chemical intercalation is given by

NCh.Int. = N00
Ch.Int. ·

√
cSo ·

(
exp

[
F ηCh.Int.

2 R T

]
− exp

[
−F ηCh.Int.

2 R T

])
. (24)
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Generally, the current flux through the interface is given with jr = Nr · F .42 Note, that in

the case of chemical intercalation the charge transfer occurs during the plating/stripping

reaction and the subsequent chemical intercalation step does not contribute to the Farradaic

current (jCh.Int. = 0).

Experimental investigations of lithium deposition on lithium substrate showed, that after

an initial thickness growth different morphologies, which are described as "bushy" or "dense"

structures, evolve.6,12 The local electrochemical conditions which lead to the development

of one morphology or the other are not fully understood. Within this porous lithium phase

depletion of lithium ions in the electrolyte close to the substrate is reported.16 This transport

limitation together with tip effects reduces the electrochemical active region to only the

fraction of the porous surface close to the electrolyte interface.19 This fraction scales with

the surface covered by the porous lithium film. Hence, a suitable first approximation for the

lithium deposits is a solid film with a flat reactive surface. The surface area covered by this

film is given by APl and the thickness of the film is dPl. The change in the amount of plated

lithium is given by a mass balance equation. The amount of plated lithium on the surface

of graphite nPl changes over time as a function of the chemical intercalation (Ch.Int.) and

the plating reaction (Pl/St)

∂nPl
∂t

=
(
NCh.Int. −NPl/St

)
· APl . (25)

The active surface for the chemical intercalation and lithium deposition is identical and

given through APl. The deposition of metallic lithium on the graphite surface in our

model divided is in two different growth regimes. First, the interface between the graphite

and the electrolyte is covered with plated lithium (increase of APl). As soon as the surface

element is completely covered (APl = ATotal), further deposition of metallic lithium leads to

an increase of thickness dPl. These growth regimes are indicated by arrows in Figure 1c).

The amount of metallic lithium on the graphite surface nLimit
Pl which prevents further
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lithium intercalation is a parameter of our model and not easy to assess experimentally. In

this study we assume, that the graphite surface is completely covered by plated lithium as

soon as the amount of lithium nPl on the surface corresponds to a mono layer of metallic

lithium nLimit
Pl = n1ML

Pl (see Table S1).The surface area covered by plated lithium APl is,

therefore, expressed as function of the amount of plated lithium nPl

APl =


nPl
nLimit

Pl
· ATotal , nPl < nLimit

Pl

ATotal , otherwise
. (26)

The calculation of limiting Li surface deposits nLimit
Pl is presented in the supporting infor-

mation (see Eq. S-4).The thickness of plated lithium dPl on top of a given surface ATotal is

calculated from the amount of lithium needed to form one mono layer n1ML
Li . The thickness

of plated lithium is therefore related to the thickness of one mono layer of metallic lithium

d1ML
Li through

dPl = nPl/n
1ML
Li · d1ML

Li . (27)

The thickness of one mono layer of metallic lithium is given through the molar volume of

lithium νLi and the Avogadro constant NA: D1ML
Li = 3

√
νLi/NA (See also Section (S-1) in the

supporting information).

The uncovered surface AFree = ATotal − APl is given by the total graphite surface area

reduced by the surface which is covered with plated lithium. In general the volume of

intercalation electrodes changes with the state of charge (SoC), which affects the total surface

area ATotal. For simplicity we assume, that the variation of total surface area can be neglected

and the surface area is hence treated as a constant. The free and plated surface area is also

indicated in Figure 1 b).
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The proposed surface model including a description for lithium plating is coupled to mass

and charge transport in the active material and liquid electrolyte. The governing equations

and fluxes in the different phases are based on the theory of Latz et al.30 and are defined

in Table 1. The governing equations (see Table 1) are coupled at the interfaces between the

phases under the assumption of a continuity of lithium and charge flux. In the case of pure

lithium intercalation (I), these conditions can be written as

~jEl · ~n = NInter = ~jSo · ~n (28)

~NEl · ~n = jInter = ~NSo · ~n , (29)

with ~n the surface normal pointing from the solid into the electrolyte. The introduction

of lithium plating and the corresponding surface reaction model (Eq. 1 - Eq. 3) lead to an

extension of the interface conditions:

~NSo · ~n =
APl

ATotal
·NCh.Int. +

(
1− APl

ATotal

)
·NInter (30)

~NEl · ~n =
APl

ATotal
·NPl/St +

(
1− APl

ATotal

)
·NInter (31)

~jSo · ~n =
APl

ATotal
· jPl/St +

(
1− APl

ATotal

)
· jInter (32)

~jEl · ~n =
APl

ATotal
· jPl/St +

(
1− APl

ATotal

)
· jInter (33)

It is noteworthy, that the interface conditions for the lithium flux on the solid (Eq. 30) and

electrolyte (Eq. 31) side are not symmetric, because the chemical intercalation NCh.Int. is

charge neutral. The symmetry is preserved for the interface condition of the current flux

(Eq. 32 and Eq. 33).
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In the equations above we assume a homogeneous surface composition and neglect con-

tributions of the SEI. The development of SEI models is a challenge itself and numerous

approaches are published in the literature.32,43 34 The model presented in this work can be

readily extended to include the growth of SEI, as well as its effect on mass transport and

kinetics on the electrode surface. However, a detailed description of the SEI is not in the

focus of this work. Nevertheless, a first phenomenological treatment of the effect of the SEI

properties on the occurrence of lithium plating events is presented in this work.

3 Results of electrochemical simulations

The presented model for lithium plating is independent of a transport model and can there-

fore be incorporated into different commonly used electrochemical models, such as homoge-

nized approaches (Newman-type or single particle) or spatially resolved 3D simulations. In

order to demonstrate the key features of the newly devised model we implemented it into the

simulation framework BEST. More information about the numerical approaches, which are

implemented in our framework, can be found in Ref. 44. With this tool we perform simula-

tion studies on an artificial, yet realistic, 3D graphite microstructure (see Figure 2a)). First,

we study the overcharge of homogeneous model electrodes. The impact of inhomogeneities

in the electrode, introduced e.g. by the SEI, is investigated in the second part of the results

section.

The model is parameterized in order to represent half-cells consisting of a graphite elec-

trode, a polymer seperator, and a lithium metal counter electrode soaked with an electrolyte

solution of 1M LiPF6 in PC:EC:DMC.45 A list of parameters can be found in the supporting

information (see Table S2). The microstructural realization of the graphite electrode (see

Figure 2a)) is constructed using Geodict46 by piling convex polyhedrons, which creates a rep-

resentative geometry similar to SEM images reported in the literature. This relatively simple

approach provides a realistic representation of anode microstructures which is sufficient for
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Figure 2: a) Visualization of the used electrode microstructure with currentcollector and
counter electrode. The counter electrode is cut in the figure to reveal the seperator-graphite-
interface. The porous electrode consists of graphite (red) and binder (green). b) The cell
voltage of the lithiation-delithation simulations exhibits two voltage plateaus. The one at the
end of lithiation indicates a fully plated electrode, while the one at the start of delithiation
corresponds to the stripping of plated lithium. The cell voltage without plating is included
as dotted line in the left inset.

the demonstration of our plating model. Other sources for more exact representations of

graphite electrodes are tomography techniques47 or sophisticated stochastic microstructure

generators.48 However, this is not in the focus of this work. The resulting graphite anode has

a density of 1.17 g/cm3. This corresponds to a porosity of 47.49 %, a solid volume fraction

of graphite of 49.70 % and a small amount of inactive material of 2.81 %, which represents

binder and conductive additive. The thickness in through direction is 51µm. The overall

simulation domain consists of 4160000 cubic voxels with a side length of 0.74µm. This

corresponds to 77µm in through direction 49 and 148µm in lateral direction.50 The plat-

ing/stripping simulations were performed on the high performance cluster JUSTUS located

at Ulm University.

3.1 Homogeneous electrochemical situation

In order to investigate lithum plating and stripping we simulate a constant current reduc-

tion/lithiation and oxidation/delithiation experiment, which is commonly used in abuse tests

of lithium-ion battery anodes. The cell voltage of the simulation is shown in Figure 2b). Dur-
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ing lithiation a total charge of 400 nAh, which corresponds to 1.83mAh cm−2, was transferred

from the lithium counter electrode into graphite. The switch from lithiation to delithiation

is taking place at t = 730 s. For the subsequent delithiation we use a cut-off voltage of

1V. The applied current of 90A m−2 corresponds to roughly 5C, which is close to the tar-

gets of the automotive industry regarding fast charging applications. The initial values for

concentrations and potentials are listed in Table S3 in the supporting material.

During lithiation most of the cell voltage is below zero due to the high current density and

resulting ohmic and kinetic losses. Six different regions are marked in Figure 2b) through

hatched bars with gray background. These regions, from left to right, are refered to by

the names of the dominating reactions: pure lithiation, simultaneous lithium plating and

intercalation, pure lithium plating, lithium stripping, simultaneous lithium stripping and

delithiation, and pure delithation. The lithiation of the graphite begins at t = 0 s. In this

first phase the cell voltage follows the shape of the graphite open-circuit potential (See Eq.

S-5). Around t = 664 s we observe in our simulations small spots of lithium deposits on

the electrode surface at different positions close to the separator. At the same time, the cell

voltage of a simulation with plating deviates from the cell voltage of a simulation without the

plating model (dashed line in left inset of Figure 2b)). The deposition of lithium continues

until the complete surface of the graphite electrode is covered with metallic lithium. The

complete coverage is indicated by the constant voltage plateau starting around t = 702 s.

In this state the battery cell effectively represents a flat lithium metal electrode with a

porous lithium metal counter electrode. The transition from pure lithiation to a fully

plated state clearly leads to a change in the slope of the cell voltage. The pure lithiation

(representing normal battery operation) and the fully plated electrode (representing lithium-

lithium cells) are established cases. The detection of the transition feature in the cell voltage

could possibly be used to detect the onset of lithium plating during operation of a full cell.

The constant value in the cell voltage was reported by Wandt et al.11 for a constant current

overcharge of a graphite electrode. By applying operando electron paramagnetic resonance
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(EPR) spectroscopy Wandt et al. were able to correlate the constant voltage regions to

the formation of a metallic lithium phase. In the simulations, the feature occurs during

a constant current lithiation. Common charging protocols typically consist of a constant

current phase followed by a step at constant voltage. If the onset of plating occurs during

constant current, the analysis of the differential voltage (DV, dV/dQ vs Q) could be a

suitable method for the detection of this plating signal. This technique is often used

to investigate the degradation behavior of lithium-ion batteries.3,51 The sensitivity of the

differential voltage to the plating onset depends on the time resolution during the charging of

a lithium-ion battery. The differential voltage for the simulation is presented in Figure 3a).

The DV-signal exhibits the onset of lithium plating as a deviation from the graphite signal

Figure 3: a) The differential voltage exhibits two features for the plating onset and the
end of stripping. b) The spatial distribution of the average thickness of plated lithium for
t = 728.8 s, as seen from the separator, exhibits a clear gradient from the separator towards
the current collector. Some graphite particles show a larger thickness (dark red) than their
surroundings. Additional images of the lithium distributions can be found in the supporting
information. c) The contribution of the direct intercalation or plating/stripping reaction to
the total current through the half-cell is shown.

and vanishes completely as soon as the complete surface is covered by metallic lithium. The

detection of this feature during measurements strongly depends on time resolution and the

charging protocol. Additionally, the open-circuit potential of the cathode will add complexity

to the DV-signal. The stripping plateau during delithiation results in a peak in the differential

voltage during delithiation at the end of lithium stripping. This peak is used as an indirect

indicator for lithium plating.3 Commonly, the anode has an excess capacity and the charge
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protocols often switch from constant current towards constant voltage charging at a given cell

voltage. This charging protocol might shift the plating onset into the constant voltage regime,

thus preventing the detection as a voltage feature. The magnitude of the onset feature is

proportional to the surface covered by plated lithium. Post-mortem analysis indicates, that

lithium plating often occurs only locally.52 If only a small fraction of the surface is covered,

the feature in the cell voltage might be less pronounced. The current signal during constant

voltage operation was studied by Schindler et. al 53 using a modified differential voltage

method. They were able to correlate a feature in the current signal during the constant

voltage phase with the existence of a stripping plateau during a subsequent cell relaxation.

The presented plating model together with a thorough parameterization and dedicated full

cell experiments will allow to investigate the detectability of the voltage feature. So far, the

authors are not aware of any publication reporting a voltage feature in their measurements

of lithium-ion batteries.

The spatial distribution of the plated lithium inside the 3D microstructure just before

the switch from reduction to oxidation of the graphite can be seen in Figure 3b). The

unconnected particle in the lower right corner at the separator interface exhibits no plated

lithium, since it is electrochemically inactive. The plated lithium phase close to the current

collector (back) is thinner than the region close to the separator interface (front). The spatial

distribution as seen in Figure 3b) shows small inhomogeneities at the separator interface,

where some particles have a thicker lithium film on the surface. The affected particles are

slightly closer to the separator and are, thus, preferentially lithiated in the first stage. This

favors lithium plating at an earlier stage during battery charge resulting in a slightly longer

plating duration and increased thickness. Similar inhomogeneous distributions were seen

experimentally by Harris et al.6 using an optical microscope for in situ observations. It

is suspected, that such local variations can affect SEI formation and, thus, promote locally

enhanced Li plating in subsequent lithiation/delithiation cycles as discussed below.

The applied current is changed from lithiation to delithiation conditions at t = 730 s, as
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a result we observe a jump in the cell voltage (see Figure 2 b)). At the start of this stage

the cell voltage also exhibits a region of nearly constant voltage. The absolute cell voltage

is the same as in the subsequent final phase under lithation condition, which is a feature of

the pseudo-symmetrical Li electrode. This constant voltage phase during stripping is often

called stripping plateau. In experiments this plateau is typically not completely flat4,53–55

since the surface is most likely not fully covered with lithium and one has a superposition

of lithium stripping and lithium de-/intercalation. It should be noted, that during constant

voltage charging plated lithium can potentially be dissolved and a stripping plateau during

subsequent discharge would not appear, thus, falsely indicating an unplated battery.56 The

correct identification of a stripping plateau within the differential voltage signal is not unam-

biguous, since the concentration dependence of the lithium diffusion inside the graphite can

also lead to a similar feature in the cell voltage.57 A decrease of the lithium diffusion coeffi-

cient inside graphite at large state of charge will probably enhance the deposition of metallic

lithium. The effect of a concentration dependent and anisotropic diffusion coefficients will

be addressed in future research.

In a previous study58 we additionally found, that depending on the current density some

metallic lithium actually dissolves in the electrolyte and intercalates in the graphite material

in a superposed equilibration process. This effect is discussed in more detail in the following

paragraph.

The total current flowing through the separator is equal to the current imposed on the

battery. Therefore, the current flowing through the interface between the solid phase and

the electrolyte has to be equal to the applied current. The contribution of the intercalation

and the plating reaction to the total current is presented in Figure 3c). If the surface of

the graphite is fully covered with metallic lithium, the transfer of charge between solid

phase and electrolyte is only possible through the stripping and plating reaction. As soon

as the metallic lithium is removed from part of the electrode surface, the intercalation and

deintercalation reaction becomes active again. The intercalation reaction has a different
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dependence on the electrochemical potentials (see Eq. 17) than the stripping reaction (see

Eq. 20). The global charge conservation allows local intercalation of lithium ions, if the local

overpotential (see Eq. 17) favors this process. The overall current through the interface will

still be identical to the externally supplied current, which corresponds to a net deintercalation

current or reduction of lithium. In the presented simulations, as soon as uncovered surface

is available, the intercalation reaction starts to lead to a net intercalation around t = 752 s

(cf. Figure 3c)). Locally, intercalation and deintercalation can occur (see Figure S3d) in the

supporting information). The current due to the stripping reaction increases at the same time

so the overall current flowing through the interface between solid and electrolyte corresponds

to the applied current. The concurrent stripping and intercalation in the graphite electrode

form a kind of local current loops. The magnitude of these current loops depends on the

ratio of plated to free surface, on the reaction rate constants N00
Pl/St and N00

Inter, and the

applied external current. These localized current loops, which do not contribute to the net

current flowing through the battery, are most likely the most prominent mechanism to remove

plated lithium during discharge of a LIB. The cell voltage increases due to the superposition

of the potential dependence of the lithium stripping and the intercalation reaction. After

complete dissolution of the plated lithium (around 767 s) the cell voltage reverts to the pure

constant current deintercalation voltage of graphite. Note, that the concurrent intercalation

reaction enhances stripping of plated lithium. As a result, the metallic lithium phase is

completely removed in 37 s, while the time spend under plating conditions is more than

65 s. The chemical intercalation reaction (see Eq. 3) has no visible effect on the cell voltage,

since in this work it is assumed to be a slow reaction and, therefore, negligible for the

high current operation shown here. Including a constant voltage phase at the end of the

reduction simulation or a rest period between the reduction and oxidation will allow the

chemical intercalation to shift some of the plated lithium into the supporting graphite. A

longer rest period after charging reduce or completely removes the stripping plateau.59,60

In order to improve the interpretation of the voltage signal, the evolution of the plated
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Figure 4: The average thickness of the plated lithium phase as a function of time shows an
increase in plated lithium at the end of lithiation followed by a decrease and vanishing of
plated lithium during delithiation. The inset shows a blow-up were the change from lithiation
to delithiation is taking place

lithium phase will be discussed in more detail in this paragraph. The average thickness

of plated lithium and the coverage of active surface is shown in Figure 4 as a function of

time. The surface coverage is close to 100 per cent during lithium deposition. This indicates,

that nearly the complete active surface is covered by plated lithium also taking into account

unconnected particles (see lower right corner in Figure 3b)). The lithium thickness grows

continuously during the deposition phase, since the majority of the applied current is driving

the plating reaction. It takes around 35 s to completely cover the electrode surface. The

average thickness is 47.85 nm, while the maximum thickness locally reaches up to 100 nm.

The lithium thickness exhibits linear growth regions during plating and stripping. Two

linear fits and their respective slopes are added in the inset of Figure 4. The deviation of the

average thickness of lithium from the two lines indicates regions, where a significant fraction

of the surface is not covered by plated lithium. During this phase both the plating/stripping

reaction and lithium de-/intercalation have contributions to the total current (see Figure 3c)).

Even after lithium plating is taking place locally at the separator interface, still a major part

of the electrode allows for intercalation. The plating of lithium starts after around 670 s

and intercalation close to the current collector continues until ≈ 700 s. A similar situation
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is observed during the stripping process. The coexistence of fully plated and free surface

regions gives rise to the afore mentioned current loops.

Additional images, which depict the spatial distribution of the plated lithium (see Figure

S2) and the contribution of the intercalation and plating reaction to the current flow (see

Figure S3) during lithium plating and striping (see Figure S1), can be found in the supporting

material.

3.2 Influence of applied current

In this section we will touch on the detrimental effects of ultra-high charging rates. Fig-

ure 5 shows the cell voltage for two larger current densities. An increase of the applied

current density leads to an earlier onset of lithium plating. At 9mA/cm2 a charge of about

Figure 5: The cell voltage for the lithiation-delithiation with three different current densities

1.6mAh/cm2 can be transferred before plating starts. At the highest current of 15mA/cm2

this capacity reduces to only 1.0mAh/cm2. Thus, significantly more metallic lithium will

be deposited on the graphite surface at higher currents. The earlier onset and the larger

amount of plated lithium is visible in the supporting information in Figure S4, which displays

the average thickness of plated lithium. Additionally, the local average of plated lithium in

through direction as a function of time can be found in Figure S6 in the supporting infor-
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mation. The start of lithium plating at the graphite-separator-interface is clearly visible.

The thickness of the metallic lithium at the separator reaches an average thickness of over

500 nm. On this length scale the deposits might hinder the transport of lithium ions in the

electrolyte. Blocked pores will prevent further deposition inside the electrode structure and

enhance the lithium deposition on the electrode surface close to the separator. In our current

model we do not take into account the effect of the lithium phase on electrode morphology or

electrolyte transport. This is work in progress and an interesting aspect for future research.

In Figure 6 the average state of charge for the graphite surface close to the separator,

close to the current collector and over the complete surface is presented. The surface close

Figure 6: The average state of charge of the graphite surface for the three currents close to
the separator, close to the current collector and the overall average value. An increase of the
applied current enhances the spread of SoC between separator and current collector

to the separator exhibits a significantly higher state of charge during lithation compared

to the region close to the current collector. The SoC at the separator surface increases

faster for higher currents. Thus, the deposition of metallic lithium at the surface becomes

thermodynamically favorable at lower transferred charges compared to the lowest current.

Figure S7 presents the state of charge averaged over the complete surface, the complete

electrode and the part without the surface. It can be seen, that the inner part of the

electrode exhibits a lower state of charge due to the slow process of lithium diffusion. No
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direct intercalation can take place as soon as the complete surface is covered with plated

lithium. Therefore, the spread of the state of charge between the inner and the surface part

reduces due to the diffusion of lithium.

Note, that decreasing the temperature of the LIB will have a similar effect on battery

performance. The lithium diffusion coefficient in graphite reduces for decreasing tempera-

ture. This leads to the accumulation of lithium close to the surface of graphite. Similar

effects will be observed at high currents (cf. Figure S7). The intercalation and lithium

plating reactions will be slower with decreasing temperature. Thus, a larger potential drop

will occur at the graphite-electrolyte-interface, which generally favor earlier lithium depo-

sition. These two processes, together with other interfacial heating sources, such as the

irreversible Joule heating or the reversible Peltier effect, can introduce local temperature

inhomogeneities.30,61 Thus adding another level of complexity to the parametrization and

simulation. The combination of the plating model and thermal simulations is an interesting

research topic in itself.

3.3 Influence of inhomogeneous SEI

Post-mortem analysis of cycled graphite electrodes often reveals inhomogeneous degradation

and lithium deposition at the separator interface of the electrode.5,52 Besides lithium plating

continued growth of the solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI) is a major degradation process at

the electrode surface. This SEI on the surface of graphite has a large impact on the lifetime

of lithium-ion batteries since the production of SEI irreversible consumes lithium and elec-

trolyte. Additionally, the SEI hinders the intercalation reaction. Under extreme conditions

the growth of SEI can also severely hinder the transport in the pore space. Experimentally

both inhomogeneous SEI growth and lithium plating are observed. Both topics are a sub-

ject to our ongoing research. One possible source is the crystal structure of graphite itself,

which consists of graphene layers.62 This layered structure leads to an anisotropic diffusion

of lithium. At the surface of the graphite particles, the orientation of the graphene planes
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with respect to the interface affects the intercalation reaction.63 Both effects can be included

in our model. Additionally, including a model for SEI growth will allow for the prediction

of the degradation behavior of lithium-ion batteries during cycling and storage.34 A first

study shedding some light on the influence of inhomogeneous SEI on lithium plating will be

presented in the following paragraph. Hence, in the remainder of this chapter we will focus

on the effect of inhomogeneous surface properties e.g. due to non-uniform SEI formation.

The SEI influences the reactions at the interface between graphite and electrolyte through an

additional potential drop over its thickness due to low ionic and electronic conductivity. The

resulting resistance is commonly introduced as current dependent term in the overpotential20

ηw SEI = ηw/o SEI − j ·RSEI , (34)

where j is the current through the SEI between electrolyte and graphite and RSEI a resistance

due to the thickness of the SEI. The resistanceRSEI is assumed to depend on the SEI thickness

dSEI and the conductivity of the SEI σSEI

RSEI =
dSEI
σSEI

. (35)

During lithiation the overpotential ηw SEI is below zero and the expression for the exchange

current density (see Eq. 4) can be approximated to

Nw SEI
i ≈ − N0

i

exp [(1− α)β · |j| ·RSEI]
· exp

[
−(1− α)βη

w/o SEI
i

]
, (36)

with β = F/RT and |j| the absolute value of the current flux of reaction i as given by j =

Ni · F . A more detailed explanation of the assumptions of this approximation can be found
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in the supporting information. The reaction rate constant N00
i and the SEI contribution

in Eq. 36 are merged into the modified rate constant N00,mod
i . The rate constant for the

intercalation reaction through a SEI can therefore be expressed as follows

N0,mod
Inter =

N00
Inter

exp
[

0.5 F
R T
· |jInter| ·RSEI

] · √cEl · cSo
= N00,mod

Inter ·
√
cEl · cSo . (37)

The modified reaction rate N00,mod
Inter depends on the local SEI resistance RSEI and therefore

on the local thickness of the SEI dSEI. The influence of local variation of the SEI thickness

on the lithium plating can therefore be investigated through a local variation of the modified

reaction rate constant. In this work we use a simple model geometry to highlight the effect of

local variations in SEI thickness. The porous electrode is split into two regions with locally

varying reaction rate. The two regions are highlighted in Figure 7 by blue and red color,

respectively. In the two regions, the interfacial area between the active material and the

Figure 7: The microstructure of the graphite is split into two regions, marked by blue (region
A) and red (region B), which have an identical active surface area

electrolyte have nearly the same size. The reaction rate constant in region B is reduced by

one order of magnitude with respect to the value in region A, thus, mimicking a higher SEI
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thickness. With a conductivity of the SEI in the order of 3.4 · 10−7 S/m,32 the difference

in NInter corresponds to approximately 5 nm difference in SEI thickness. This highlights

that a fluctuation of the SEI thickness of some nanometers can significantly influence the

intercalation kinetics. The resulting cell voltage for simulations with homogeneous and

Figure 8: a) The cell voltage for the inhomogeneous and homogeneous SEI thickness exhibit
different behavior. A thicker SEI in region B leads to an early onset of a constant voltage
region, which indicates lithium plating. b) The average thickness of plated lithium for the two
cases and regions is shown. A thicker SEI in region B leads to earlier deposition of lithium.
c) The average thickness of plated lithium at t ≈ 730 s in through direction is shown. The
largest deposition of lithium always occurs at the separator side of the electrode. The plated
Lithium is thicker in region B for inhomogeneous case.

inhomogeneous SEI is presented in Figure 8a). In the inhomogeneous case region B has

a lower kinetic factor representing a thicker SEI. The corresponding simulation exhibits

larger overpotential and reaches the constant plateau associated with complete coverage of

the surface with plated lithium faster than the homogeneous case. The start of lithium

plating and its temporal evolution can be seen in Figure 8b), where the average thickness of

plated lithium inside the two regions is extracted from the spatial simulation output. The

thicker SEI in region B leads to a larger amount of plated lithium in that region. Analyzing

the spatial distributions of the plated lithium at different time steps reveals, that lithium

deposition first occurs at the separator interface of region B. Then it continues mainly in

the porous electrode in region B. Additional images depicting the spatial distributions of

the plated lithium for different time steps and selected SEI thicknesses can be found in

the supporting information (see Figure S8). The surface of region A is then slowly plated
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with lithium at the separator interface with the highest deposition at the border to region

B. The average spatial distribution through the electrode thickness at the end of lithiation

(t = 730 s) is presented in Figure 8c). The thickest layer of plated lithium is close to the

separator for both cases and regions.

Figure 9: a) The switch of intercalation to plating as major charge transferring reaction is
shown for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous SEI. The change occurs the quickest for the
homogeneous case. b) A thicker SEI in region B leads to an increased current flux through
the surface of region A until the surface is complete covered with metallic lithium. c) The
path of the current for two cases at t ≈ 200 s. The two regions are colored identically to
Figure 7.

The contribution of the plating or the intercalation reaction to the local interface current

is shown in Figure 9a) as function of time for the two case. Initially, the intercalation

reaction is the major charge transfer reaction at the graphite-electrolyte-interface. The onset

of lithium plating is clearly visible, when the plating reaction starts to contribute to the

total current. A homogeneous SEI leads to a fast transition from an intercalation dominated

current to plating dominated current. A locally inhomogeneous SEI causes a longer transition

period between intercalation and plating dominated charge transfer. In the presented case the

transition takes almost three times longer. The contribution of the interface current in each

region to the total current reveals an imbalance of the local current for the inhomogeneous

SEI (see Figure 9b)). However, we do not observe significant differences between the two

regions for the homogeneous case. Each region contributes with 50 % to the total current.
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For the inhomogeneous SEI the majority of the charge transfer between electrolyte and

graphite occurs in region A. Starting at the onset of lithium plating, the contributions of

the two regions to the total current start to equalize. The increased current in region A for

the inhomogeneous SEI is mostly due to the intercalation reaction. The exact contribution

of the intercalation and plating reaction in each region is presented in Figure S9 in the

supporting information. There it is apparent, that region B reaches complete coverage of

the surface faster than region A since the intercalation current in that region vanishes earlier

than in region A. The focus of intercalation in region A leads to a significant difference in

the lithiation of the graphite in the two regions. The graphite surface of region A reaches

an average state of charge of 72 %, while the graphite surface in region B only increases

until 20 % (see Figure S9c)). This vast difference in state of charge can lead to increased

mechanical stresses between the two regions. Which, in turn, amplifies the inhomogeneous

degradation of such an electrode.

In Figure 9c) the path of the current flow at nine selected locations for the two cases

are superimposed into the 3D spatial microstructure. The microstructure is again divided

into the two regions – region A (blue) and region B (red). The binder region is shown in

green color. The current path is extracted from the spatial simulation results at around

t ≈ 200 s. The graphite electrode was cropped to improve the visibility. The current path is

colored according to Figure 9b) (inhomogeneous SEI in blue and homogeneous SEI in red).

In the homogeneous case the current stream lines follow the shortest path from the counter

electrode to the graphite electrode. For the inhomogeneous SEI all paths are aligned towards

the region A. This visually highlights the focus of the current due to the inhomogeneous SEI

distribution.

The thicker SEI seems to have a similar impact on the cell voltage and the onset of the

constant voltage phase during plating as the increase of the applied current for a homogeneous

SEI as shown in Figure 5. It is probable, that an higher current density together with

inhomogeneities in the SEI might exhibit an even larger impact on the localization of lithium
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plating. The impact of SEI properties is rather complex and different plating behavior can

arise depending on the e.g. SEI thickness corresponding to a state of health of the battery

This highlights the need for improved models providing a coupled description of SEI growth

and Li plating.

4 Summary and Conclusions

In this article we present a surface model of a graphite negative electrode describing lithium

plating, charge neutral intercalation of plated lithium and intercalation. Therefore, we specif-

ically take into account local competition between the different processes. The model is

implemented in the simulation framework for spatially resolved simulations of lithium-ion

batteries BEST. This enables the investigation of the effect of inhomogeneous microstruc-

tures on the plating and degradation behavior. Moreover our simulations give access to the

spatial distribution of the lithium phase and allow correlations between lithium deposition

and features in the electrochemical data. In addition to the well-known stripping plateau

after lithium plating, our simulations predict a feature in the cell voltage at the onset of

lithium plating. Further studies of this feature might enable its use for the detection of

the onset of lithium plating similar to the feature in the current signal as investigated by

Schindler et. al .53

Additionally, we make use of the spatial resolution of our approach and investigate the in-

fluence of local variations in the thickness of the SEI. An inhomogeneous SEI thickness favors

localized lithium plating and can also lead to inhomogeneous lithiation of the graphite ma-

terial. The difference of the overpotential of the plating reaction ηPLEL reveals, that lithium

deposition starts in that region, which has the lower/more negative value (see Figure S11 in

the supporting material).

A systematic study and parametrization is crucial to enable predictive simulations of

lithium plating. Furthermore, the presented model can be extended to allow for concurrent
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SEI growth at the plated lithium-electrolyte-interface33,64 and the inclusion of electrochem-

ical double layers.65,66 The combination of these models with advanced characterization

techniques will provide a valuable tool to study the growth mechanisms of metallic lithium

and SEI during battery operation. This is of tremendous importance for the development of

fast charging protocols.
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5 List of symbols

The definition of the subscripts and superscripts can be found in Table 2. The definition of

Table 2: The subscript p indicates a phase, r a reaction and s a species.

Phase p Reaction r Species s
So solid/active material Inter direct intercalation Li+ Lithium ion
El electrolyte Pl/St plating/stripping Li0 or Li Lithium atom
Pl plated lithium Ch.Int. chemical intercalation e− Electron

the different parameters and symbols used in this manuscript can be found in Table 3.

Table 3: Parameters and their meaning

~jp current flux density in p ~Np lithium flux density in p
µps chemical potential of s in p µp chemical potential of lithium in p
Φp electrical potential in p
µ̃ps electrochemical potential of s in p ϕp electrochemical potential of lithium in p
νr,s stoichiometric coefficient aps activity of s in p
cpi concentration of i in p cp concentration of lithium
cp,0i reference concentration of i in p cmax

p maximal lithium concentration
U0 open-circuit potential
Dp diffusion coefficient of lithium σp/κp electronic/ionic conductivity in p
t± transference number f± activity coefficient
jr areal current flux Nr areal lithium flux
∆Gr Gibbs free energy of reaction r ηr overpotential of reaction r
αr symmetry factor of reaction r
N0
r pre-exponential factor N00

r reaction rate constant
K00
r equilibrium constant of r

nPl amount of substance of plated lithium nPl,0 phenomenological model parameter
nLimit
Pl amount of substance for complete coverage n1ML

Pl amount of substance in one mono layer
dLi thickness of plated lithium d1ML

Li thickness of one mono layer
ATotal surface area of graphite APl surface area covered by plated lithium
AFree surface area free of plated lithium
~n surface normal of area A between two phases
T temperature R Universal gas constant
F Faraday constant NA Avogadro constant
RSEI Resistance of SEI layer σSEI conductivity of SEI layer
dSEI thickness of SEI layer
ηw SEI overpotential with existing SEI ηw/o SEI overpotential without SEI contribution
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